WINTER LEAGUE EVENT GUIDELINES
ENTRY INTO COMPETITON
Team captains should send an email to tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk
with the following information.
• Team Name
• Captains Name
• Team members (Maximum of 6 per team)
Captains will be able to enter their four players into the Sunday competitions
via the SG App. Live scoring via the App will also be available.
Results will be posted on club website along with team standings
If the course is open, then play will go ahead however, the committee reserve
the right to make changes as appropriate.
Edinburgh Leisure Local Rule regarding 6-inch preferred lie (not nearer hole) is
still in place.
Also for this tournament, any totally flooded bunkers (ie no spot to drop) will
be regarded as ground under repair.

Times
All tee-times for the competition day must be booked for teeing-off prior to
noon therefore last permissible time will be 11.50 hrs
If the block booking are still unavailable teams will have to make own booking
when available on EL App and add this to SG App.
A WA group will be set up for Team Captains and Admins for communication.
Possibly might have to agree times for each team to book.

Formats
each of the following four formats will be used twice with Stableford format in the knockout
Stages

4 Person Scramble
In line with CONGU WHS recommendations handicap allowance will be
10%, 15%, 20%, 25% highest to lowest Handicapped of the four players, Plus
any adjustment required for the Tee’s used.
As per the “Multi-Tee Calculator” on CONGU web Site
https://www.congu.co.uk/whs/
4 drives per player are required.
All handicap calculations will be carried out automatically by the App and can
be checked with “multi-Tee Calculator”

Stableford Format
Individuals playing 95% handicap.
All four players point scores added together for the team score
2 Ball Better Ball
Full Course handicap
Each team enters two pairings with their best Net score from each hole
counting.
The two pairs score are added together to get the team score.

Stroke play
Individuals playing 95% handicap.
All four players net scores added together to get the team score

League Points
League points will be allocated dependent on number of Teams in the
competition.
Example:
15 teams are entered in the event. Points will be awarded on a sliding scale
dependent on position achieved that day Winning team will receive 15 points
Second 14 and so forth down to the last team being awarded 1 point.
Teams with the same number of points will be resolve by most first places,
most second places, most third and so on until there is a resolution to the tie.
Any team who fails to compete in any round will be awarded zero points.
For further information and any enquiries send email to
tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk

